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Jyaon Ruo'sa Sa (Small Bridge)

This is an uncommon bridge used by the Poku Saeruo Degonjo.

The bridge is square in layout. It has three manned stations, a Uosme Wunyasa (Life Station), and a
Ânamusme Wunyasa (Damage Station). The ceiling is a parabolic curve which allows the Ta'a to hear
anything said on the bridge, Tyo'te Wuny'ta (Fire Suppression) ports dot the ceiling. The floor is covered
in Loop-Pile carpet, colored clan gray (charcoal gray). Hull braces composed of Mâqirây (Bound Metal)
protrude from the walls.

The bridge is accessed through Anomu Wunyte (Security Door)s on either side of the bridge.

Each bridge station is a Makoa Kâbo'ka (Work Console) with a Buvoli Kâbo'ka (Work Chair).

Overwatch

The center station is called the Overwatch. During normal operations this is where the Tin-Ta'a or Ta'a
commands the ship. It also controls and monitors all communications systems.

Pilot/Helm

This station is located on the starboard side of the bridge. It is where the senior pilot flies the ship during
the primary shift. The station is mounted on a platform that allows it to rotate 180 degrees. This allows
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the occupant to face straight forward, or to the rear.

Sensor/Navigation

This station is located on the starboard side of the bridge. The person manning this is responsible for
calculating wormhole paths, and plotting intra-system trajectories. The station is mounted on a platform
that allows it to rotate 180 degrees. This allows the occupant to face straight forward, or to the rear.
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